We study the multiplicative Schwarz method for the p-version Galerkin boundary element method for a hypersingular and a weakly singular integral equation of the rst kind and for the h-version for a hypersingular integral equation of the rst kind. We prove that the rate of convergence of the multiplicative Schwarz operator is strictly less than 1 for the h-version for both two level and multilevel methods, whereas for the p-version we show that the convergence rate grows only logarithmically in p for the 2-level method. Computational results are presented for both the h-version and the p-version which support our theory.
2-level and multilevel methods yield an error reduction which is independent of the mesh sizes and number of levels. This is an improved result compared with 8].
For the p-version we propose a 2-level method which has an error reduction factor approaching one like (1 ? C log ?2 p) 1=2 as p ! 1.
The analysis is based on the abstract framework of 3] (see also 13]) which requires two main ingredients. The rst ingredient is estimates for the extremum eigenvalues of the additive Schwarz operator which is correspondingly de ned from the multiplicative operator. For the boundary integral operators considered in this paper, these estimates were recently obtained for both versions 10, 11] . The second ingredient is a strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. We will in this paper prove inequalities of this type for both versions for the hypersingular integral equation, and for the p-version for the weakly singular equation. A strengthened CauchySchwarz inequality for the h-version of the Galerkin method applied to the weakly singular integral equation is still an open question to us. It is noted that since the equations considered in this paper yield dense sti ness matrices, the proofs of these inequalities are much more complicated than those appear in the nite element method where di erential operators are considered which yield sparse matrices.
In Section 2 we introduce the gereral setting of multiplicative Schwarz methods and recall the abstract analysis from 3, 13] . We prove in Section 3 strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities for the hypersingular equation (Lemmas 3.2 and 3.12) and appropriately apply the result of Section 2 to obtain estimates for the rates of convergence (Theorems 3.3, 3.9, and 3.13). Similar treatment for the weakly singular equation is proceeeded in Section 4 (Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.3). In Section 5 we present our numerical results which clearly underline the theory. Some useful lemmas which are used in the proofs of the strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities are proved in the Appendix.
For simplicity of notation, the integral equations considered in this paper are de ned on the interval (?1; 1). A generalization to a polygonal curve is straight forward.
2 General setting of multiplicative Schwarz methods.
Multiplicative (and additive) Schwarz methods are in general de ned via a subspace decomposition of the space of test and trial functions together with projections onto these subspaces. More precisely, let V = V 0 + V 1 + + V N?1 ; (1) and let P j : V ! V j , j = 0; : : :; N ? 1, be projections de ned by a(P j v; ) = a(v; ) 8v 2 V; 2 V j : Here a( ; ) is a symmetric and positive-de nite bilinear form on V . The 
We now present in this section some results which were mainly proved in 3] and 13]. We include the proofs here for completeness. These results will be used in the analysis of the following sections. 
Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality implies
On the other hand it follows from the de nitions of ij and the k k 2 -norm of matrices that
Inequalities (4) We consider a uniform mesh of size h on ?
x j = ?1 + jh; h = 2 N ; j = 0; : : :; N; (8) and de ne on this mesh the space V h of continuous piecewise-linear functions on ? which vanish at the endpoints of ?. We note that V h is a subset of e H 1=2 (?). The h-version boundary element method for Equation (7) reads as:
Find u h 2 V h such that a(u h ; v h ) = hf; v h i for any v h 2 V h :
The stability and convergence of the scheme (9) was proved in 12]. It is known that the condition number of the matrix system derived from (9) is N 2 . We show in this paper that the multiplicative Schwarz method yields a preconditioned system which has convergence rate strictly less than 1.
3.1.1 2-level method. Let h;j , j = 1; : : :; N ? 1 denote the hat functions forming a basis for V h . We then decompose V h as V h = V H + V h;1 + + V h;N?1 ; (10) where V H is de ned as V h with mesh size H = 2h and where V h;j = spanf h;j g. 
This completes the proof of the lemma.
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As a consequence we obtain, due to the abstract Theorem 2. Remark 3.4 Due to the subspace decomposition (10) we see that this 2-level multiplicative
Schwarz algorithm corresponds to the unsymmetric 2-level multigrid algorithm using the GauSeidel smoother.
Multilevel method.
We shall in this subsection design a multilevel method for the hypersingular equation. The analysis for this method is slightly di erent from that of the general framework in Section 2.
The main reason for this di erence is the non-availability of a strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz inequality which can yield an estimate like Lemma 3. 
The following lemma follows easily in the same manner as Lemma 2.1. Proof. By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the symmetric and positive-de nite bilinear form a(T k ; ), and Lemma 3.7 we obtain
The lemma is proved. 
We have from Lemma 3.6, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the inequality 2ab a 2 
Inequalities (18) and (19) yield (17) and theorem is proved.
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Remark 3.10 Due to the subspace decomposition (14) this multilevel multiplicative Schwarz algorithm corresponds to the unsymmetric multigrid algorithm using the Jacobi-smoother.
The p-version.
We shall in this subsection design a multiplicative method for the p-version of the Galerkin boundary element method applied to the hypersingular integral equation.
We de ne on the mesh (8) the space V p of continuous functions on ? whose restrictions on ? j := (x j?1 ; x j ), j = 1; : : :; N, are polynomials of degree at most p, p 1. In order to guarantee that these functions belong to e H 1=2 (?), we also require that the functions vanish at the endpoints 1 of ?. For the p-version of the Galerkin scheme, we approximate the solution of (7) by functions in V p and increase the accuracy of the approximation not by reducing h (which is xed) but by increasing p. More explicitly, the p-version boundary element method for Equation (7) 
where the matrix A N has entries a(v; w) with v; w 2 B. The condition number of (21) grows at least like p 2 and at most like p 3 . We will de ne a multiplicative Schwarz method to solve instead of (21) a preconditioned system which has condition number growing signi cantly slower than p 2 . We decompose V p as a direct sum 
The space V 0 serves the same purpose as the coarse grid space in the h-version. We note that functions in V p j are supported in ? j .
With the projections P j appropriately de ned as in Section 2, we can de ne the multiplica- 
Using (26), (27) and (28) 
where the matrix A N has entries a(v; w) with v; w 2 B. The condition number of (31) grows at least like p 2 and at most like p 3 . We will de ne a multiplicative Schwarz method to solve instead of (31) a preconditioned system which has condition number growing signi cantly slower than p 2 .
We decompose V p as a direct sum 
With the projections P j de ned appropriately as in Section 2 Proof. Let 5 Numerical results.
We consider the hypersingular integral equation (7) jx ? yj 2 ds y ds x =: a i?j depend only on the di erence i ? j for an uniform mesh. Therefore we can reduce the memory used to store the Galerkin matrix from O(N 2 ) to O(N). In a more general case we have to use a clustering or multipole technique to reduce the amount of memory needed. This also reduces the amount of time for computing the Galerkin matrix. On a vectorcomputer SNI VPP 300/4 we have achieved a performance of 1000 MFlops/s.
In the case of the p-version we calculate the elements of the Galerkin matrix analytically. Due to the smaller size of the Galerkin matrix we can store the full matrix in the main memory. We have to note that our subspace decomposition in this case is actually a reordering of the basis functions. Therefore the projections involved are simply ed considerably. Proof. From Proof. Let x 0 be the midpoint of I and y 0 be the midpoint of J. 
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